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Earth is the only terrestrial planet with present-day lithosphere recycling through plate tectonics. 

However, theoretical models of mantle convection based on general considerations find that all the 

terrestrial planets should be operating in the stagnant lid regime, in which the planets are one-plated 

and there is no lithosphere recycling. The stagnant lid regime is a consequence of the strong viscosity 

contrast across the convective layer, and therefore the upper lid (roughly equivalent to the lithosphere) 

must be sufficiently weakened in order to be mobilized. Here I propose that giant impacts could have 

provided the upper layer weakening required for surface recycling, and hence for plate tectonics, to 

initiate on the early Earth. Additionally, giant impacts originated lithosphere thickness and density 

differences, which might contribute to the initiation of subduction. Impacts are more energetic for 

Earth than for Mars, which could explain the likely early existence of plate tectonics on the Earth 

whereas Mars never had lithosphere recycling. On the other hand, convection on Mercury and the 

Moon might be sluggish or even inexistent, implying a reduced influence of giant impacts on their 

internal dynamics, whereas there is no record of the earliest geological history of Venus, which 

obscures any discussion on the influence of giant impacts on their internal dynamics. 

t. Introduction 

Plate tectonics characterizes the geodynamic behavior of the 
present-day Earth, and there are evidences suggesting that it was 
active since at least 3-3.5 Ca (Cawood et al., 2006; Moyen et al., 
2006; Chen et al., 2009; Hastie et al., 2010), and maybe more than 
4 Ca (Hopkins et al., 2008); although other authors consider 
that plate tectonics would have started later, around � 2.0 Ca 
(Hamilton, 2003; Thompson et al., 2010). Also, terrestrial plate 
tectonics, defined greatly by both subduction and mid-ocean 
ridge spreading, is unique among the planetary bodies of the 
Solar System. 

The terrestrial planets Mercury and the Moon (here the 
extended terminology that consider the Moon as a terrestrial 
planet has been followed) have been one-plate planets through
out their evolutionary history (e.g., Taylor and McLennan, 2009; 
Watters and Schultz, 2010). Some authors suggested that Mars 
experienced an early phase of plate tectonics, in order to explain 
the differences in topography and surface age between the 
smooth northern plains and the highly cratered southern high
lands of this planet (Sleep, 1994; Connerney et al., 1999; Fairen 
et al., 2002). However, high-resolution topography and radar 
sounding have revealed a large population of buried impact 
basins in Mars, implying a similar (and very early, > 4 Ca) age 
of the basement throughout the entire planet (Frey, 2006; 
Watters et al., 2006). Thus, currently there is no evidence 

supporting an ancient phase of plate tectonics in Mars. After the 
more extended vision, the average age of the surface of Venus is 
�0.5-1 Ca (e.g., McKinnon et al., 1997) hindering the knowledge 
of the early dynamics of this planet, which does not show 
evidences of recent plate tectonics (McCill et al., 2010). 
Recently Hansen and Lopez (2010) have suggested that detailed 
regional mapping indicates a geological record temporally deeper 
than previously thought for Venus, but there is no evidence 
indicating ancient plate tectonics. 

The best analogs for plate tectonics come from the outer Solar 
System. The icy satellite Europa shows regions where the crust 
has been separated away and the gap filled with new material 
arising from the interior (Sullivan et al., 1998). Some of these 
regions display structures and morphologies typical of terrestrial 
mid-ocean ridges (Prockter et al., 2002), which is also applicable 
to the "tiger stripes" on the South Polar Terrain of Enceladus (see 
www.nasa.govjmission_pagesjcassinijmultimediajpiall138.html). 
However, there is nothing similar to subduction zones in Europa or 
Enceladus. OtheIWise, processes of crustal destruction on Europa 
have been deduced to have occurred in bands of unusual aspect 
(e.g., Creenberg, 2004), and scattered crustal destruction seems 
also recorded in extensional regions (Mevel and Mercier, 2005). 
So, although structures apparently equivalent of mid-ocean 
spreading exist in icy satellites, there is no equivalent for terrestrial 
subduction and plate tectonics on other planetary bodies. 

Precisely, the initiation of subduction is the key point for the 
understanding of the terrestrial plate tectonics. Indeed, slab pull is 
the main force acting on ocean plates, and it drives the movement 
of these plates (e.g., Chapple and Tullis, 1977). But current plate 



tectonic could be considered a self-sustaining process, which does 
not give direct information on its own initiation. Theoretical 
models and numerical analysis of thermal convection in the 
mantle (for a review of mantle convection see Schubert et al., 
2001) find that for large vertical viscosity contrasts across the 
convective layer, as usually corresponds to realistic temperature
dependent rock rheologies, a cold and essentially immobile lid 
develops above the actively convective system. This "stagnant lid" 
regime correspond to one-plate planets, but obviously it is not the 
case for the Earth. On the other hand, convection including surface 
movement and recycling is obtained only if the viscosity contrast 
across the layer is small. Moreover, plate tectonics is not simply 
convection with surface recycling, since subduction is an asym
metric downwelling process implying the descent of only one 
plate, while thermal convection usually supposes the sinking of 
both convergent upper boundary layers (e.g., Bercovici, 2003). The 
proper initiation of subduction is a very difficult process to be 
theoretically explained (Mueller and Phillips, 1991; Toth and 
Gurniss, 1998). Indeed, numerous hypotheses have been proposed 
to explain the origin of subduction and plate tectonics in the Earth 
(see Nikolaeva et al., 2010), but a clear advance on this problem 
has not been obtained. Thus, the generation of terrestrial plate 
tectonics is a major geodynamic problem (Bercovici, 2003). 

Hansen (2007) proposed that large asteroidal impacts on 
cylindrical mantle upwellings could induce crustal rifting and 
spreading, with the formation of new crust, which would be 
subducted in the boundary between the previous crust with 
normal thickness and the thinned crust in the basin formed by 
the impact. The interest of the last hypothesis is the suggestion of 
an extraterrestrial cause for the initiation of plate tectonics in the 
Earth, although very specific circumstances are required for this 
triggering mechanism to operate. In any case, giant impacts are a 
powerful mechanism for fracturing the lithosphere and originate 
significant variations of crustal and lithos ph ere thickness and 
density, which could be important in order to facilitate subduc
tion initiation. In this paper I propose that giant impacts may 
have been a key factor for weakening the early terrestrial 
lithosphere, whereas this mechanism was less efficient for 
Mars, maybe explaining the differences in tectonic style between 
those two planets in a simply way. The case for Venus is not 
discussed extensively, since there is no record of the early 

dynamics of this planet, neither for Mercury nor the Moon, where 
mantle convection might have been much limited. Also, the case 
of icy satellites is not been considered here, since their physical 
and chemical nature, as well as orbital histories (which determine 
their thermal histories), are very different to those of the 
terrestrial planets. 

2. The stiffness and thickness variations of the lithosphere 

After theoretical analyses, mantle convection should be oper
ating in the stagnant lid regime in all the terrestrial planets 
(e.g., Solomatov and Moresi, 1997). As a consequence, in order to 
have surface recycling in a terrestrial planet, the effective viscos
ity of the upper lid must be reduced in any way, in order in turn to 
reduce the total viscosity contrast across the layer and permit lid 
mobilization (e.g., Solomatov, 2004). In this sense, the presence of 
water is frequently considered to be an important factor for 
contributing to the initiation of plate tectonics (e.g., Regenauer
Lieb et al., 2001; Solomatov, 2004), since it reduces lithospheric 
effective viscosity and rock strength. However, the strong tem
perature-dependence of rocks, which causes the relative viscosity 
contrast through the convective layer, also works for wet rheol
ogies. So, at least another factor is needed in order to weaken the 
lithosphere and to permit the initiation of plate tectonics 

By assuming a pre-fractured brittle upper layer, convection 
with upper lid recycling can be obtained (e.g., Moresi and 
Solomatov, 1998; Solomatov, 2004). Similarly, numerical model
ing suggests that pre-existent faults would permit subduction 
initiation with terrestrial reasonable parameters (Toth and 
Gurniss, 1998). The fracturing required by these models is 
equivalent to that used for the calculation of brittle strength in 
the construction of strength envelopes (i.e., the existence of pre
existent faults in all orientations without specifying penetration; 
e.g., Ranalli, 1997). But a problem persists: on Earth the majority 
of tectonic deformation (including large faults) is in fact related to 
plate tectonics (see, for example, Kearey et al., 2008), which 
would leave open the problem of generating lithosphere recycling 
on the Earth from mantle convection. 

Faulting on the one-plate planets Mars, Mercury and the Moon 
is less pervasive than on the Earth. Faulting on Mars, although 
significant, is less extensive than on Earth, and mostly related to 
the building of Tharsis, a massive magmatic rise covering about 
one-fourth of the Martian surface (Anderson et al., 2001; Dohm 
et al., 2001). The tectonics of Mercury is dominated by contrac
tional faults related to planetary cooling (Watters et al., 2009), 
whereas faulting on the Moon is very limited (see Watters and 
johnson, 2010). On the other hand, tectonics and faulting on 
Venus is extensive (McGill et al., 2010), but their global dynamics 
is poorly understood. Also, Venus is heavily dehydrated due to an 
extremely strong greenhouse, which increases the strength of the 
lithosphere (e.g., Mackwell et al., 1998), and may play a role in the 
current absence of plate tectonics in this planet. In fact, Venus 
could have experienced one (or several) phase of crustal recycling 
(e.g., Turcotte, 1993; Romeo and Turcotte, 2008), but it is unclear 
as the observed tectonics deformation is related to the dynamics 
that existed in the times for which a geological record is 
inexistent. 

Thus, in view of the known examples of preservation of very 
ancient crusts, the faulting required to overcome the stiffness of 
the upper lid, necessary for initiate lid mobilization and recycling, 
could not be produced related to the interior planetary dynamics. 
The origin of this pre-fracturing therefore constitutes another 
significant problem related to the origin of plate tectonics, since it 
remains to be explained. 

Another key point is the role of crustal and lithospheric 

thickness variations in the generation of plate tectonics. A recent 
numerical work (Nikolaeva et al., 2010) suggests that subduction 
initiation in terrestrial passive margins would be favored for a 
thinned and heated chemically buoyant continental lithosphere, 
whereas the influence of the age of the oceanic lithosphere (i.e., 
thermal subsidence) is secondary, contrarily to the usual expecta
tions (e.g., Vlaar and Wortel, 1976). Interestingly, Burov and 
Cloetingh (2010) have recently proposed initiation of subduction 
related to upper mantle plumes and lithosphere thinning in 
continental regions. It would therefore be interesting to consider 
a mechanism capable of simultaneously fracturing the litho
sphere and create crustal and lithospheric thickness variations 
previously to the onset of plate tectonics. 

3. The influence of giant impacts 

As above summarized, initiation of lithosphere mobility and 
recycling requires a relatively low lithosphere viscosity, and 
initiation of subduction sensu stricto could additionally require 
pre-existent large faults and possibly a locally thin lithosphere. 
Precisely, giant impacts (here defined as impacts originating 
impact structures thousands of kilometers across) are a powerful 
mechanism for fracturing the lithosphere, as well as for creating 
differences in density, and in crustal and lithosphere thickness. 



Geophysical surveys of terrestrial impact structures have shown 
that outward from the crater and the brecciated zone directly 
below, a region of cracked and fractured country rock exists, 
which reach depths larger than the structure radius (Innes, 1961; 
Ahrens et al., 2002). Thus, it is obvious that giant impacts 
pervasively fractured at least a substantial portion of the litho
sphere (furthermore at a time when the lithosphere was thinner), 
which, as discussed in the previous section, would be sufficient to 
create a pre-fractured brittle lithos ph ere, and hence a permit 
lithospheric recycling after theoretical models (Moresi and 
Solomatov, 1995; Solomatov, 2004). 

Giant impacts in fact occurred in the early Solar System. 
Cratering was very intense until � 3.S Ga (e.g., Strom et al., 
2005), a similar time to that proposed for the start of plate 
tectonics on the Earth for several studies (e.g., Hopkins et al., 
200S; Chen et al., 2009; Hastie et al., 2010). Giant impacts 
occurred during this heavy bombardment created the very large 
impact basins currently visible on the surfaces of Mars, Mercury 
and the Moon; equivalent giant basins would have been removed 
from the surfaces of Venus and the Earth by both endogenic and 
exogenic processes. 

Giant impacts are also capable of producing contrasts in 
lithosphere thickness. Thinning of the crust by giant impacts is 
very notorious in crustal thickness maps of the Moon and Mars 
(Zuber et al., 1994; Neumann et al., 2004). Indeed, in these planets 
crustal thickness below large impact basins can even be a small 
fraction of the original crustal thickness. Simultaneously, the 
crust around giant impact basins is thickened due to the forma
tion of ejecta blanket, further increasing thickness contrasts; on 
Mars this is clear in the annulus of thick crust around Hellas and 
Utopia basins (see Neumann et al., 2004). Crustal thickness 
variations are in turn related to variations in the rheology and 
thermal state of the lithosphere (e.g., Ranalli, 1997; StUwe, 2007; 
Ruiz et al., 200S). For example, the thermal conductivity of crustal 
materials is lower than in mantle materials (e.g., Cia user and 
Huenges, 1995), for this reason, a lithosphere with a relatively 
thicker crust has higher deep temperatures, which reduces the 
lithosphere thickness and, therefore, the mantle lithos ph ere 
thickness. Also, a thick crust coupled with a thin mantle litho
sphere implies in turn a less dense lithosphere. 

4. Discussion 

Giant impacts could create conditions favoring lithos ph ere 
mobility and recycling in terrestrial planets. But, how would they 
affect the lithospheric dynamics in each particular case? This 
depends on both the magnitude of the disruption due to giant 
impacts and the previous convective dynamics of the impacted 
planet. 

Mercury and the Moon are small planetary bodies with 
relatively limited activity throughout the history of the Solar 
System. Precisely due to their small size, mantle convection in 
these bodies have been sluggish or even inexistent (Breuer et al., 
2007; Gohds and Arkani-Hamed, 2007; Williams et al., 2011), and 
it is therefore unlikely that weakening by giant impacts favor 
upper lid recycling. Mars is an intermediate-size terrestrial planet 
recording an ancient significant magmatic and tectonic activity 
(e.g., Head et al., 2001; Anderson et al., 2001), and for this reason 
Mars was a better candidate to have experienced an early plate 
tectonics. The early ( �3 .5-4 Ga) dynamics of Venus is unknown, 
and there is no way to know if giant impact had any influence on 
its style of mantle convection. Thus, here we discuss mainly the 
cases of Earth and Mars. 

The impact structure size, and hence cratering fracturing and 
disruption, is proportional to the kinetic energy of the impactor 

(for a review of impact processes see de Pater and Lissauer, 2010), 
which is the sum of (1) the kinetic energy at the planet 
surface consequence of the acceleration due to the planet's 
gravity (which is equal to the escape velocity from the planet), 
and (2) the kinetic energy due to the initial relative velocity 
with respect to the planet (i.e., the relative velocity of the 
impactor far the impacted planet). On the other hand, absolute 
(and relative) velocities of planetesimal bodies collisioning in the 
early Solar System are unknown, but in general, they would be 
(according to Kepler's laws) comparable to the orbital velocity of 
each planet. The initial relative velocity for a prograde planetesi
mal should be, at most, similar to the orbital velocity of each 
planet, and could have been much lower. Average initial relative 
velocities must have been around half of the orbital velocity. 
Indeed, asteroids collisioning with the Earth-Moon system have 
an initial relative velocity of �16 km S-1 (Chyba, 1991), value 
roughly similar to 14.9 km S-

1
, the half of the average orbital 

velocity of the Earth. 
Fig. 1 shows kinetic energy per unit mass of impactors on 

Earth and Mars, as a function of their initial velocities. The higher 
kinetic energy of the collisions on the Earth implies a higher 
energy available for lithospheric disruption (and therefore weak
ening) than for Mars. So, the higher weakening of the early Earth's 
lithosphere could have favored the initiation of plate tectonics, 
whereas the lower weakening experienced for Mars lithosphere 
could have not been sufficient to initiate lithosphere recycling. 
Giant impacts could therefore be important to determine the 
mode of convection of terrestrial planets, as well as to explain in a 
simple way the reason why plate tectonics started in the Earth 
but not in Mars. 

Venus has an Earth-like size and mass, but a higher orbital 
velocity. This suggests that giant impacts should have been 
proportionally more energetic than on our planet. If effectively 
giant impacts had a role in determining the style of mantle 
convection in terrestrial planets, then Venus is a good candidate 
to have experienced some kind of lithospheric recycling in the 
past. In this case, cessation of lithospheric mobility could be 
related to the extreme dehydration suffered by this planet. 
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Fig. 1. Kinetic energy per unit mass of imp actors on the surface of Earth and Mars, 

as a function of the initial relative velocity (the relative velocity far the planet) of 

the impactors; kinetic energy per unit mass is calculated from (v;+ vl)/2 where v, 
and V; are, respectively, the escape velocity and the initial relative velocity. Thick 

portions of the curves indicate the possible range of relative impact velocities for 
asteroidal impactors, whereas diamonds indicate mean impact velocities. For zero 

initial relative orbital velocity, the kinetic energy of the impactor is only due to the 

velocity acquired through gravity acceleration caused by the impacted planet; this 

velocity is equal to the escape velocity from the planet surface: 11.19 and 

5.03 km s 1 for Earth and Mars, respectively. 



5. Conclusions 

Giant impacts on the early Earth could have provided the 
upper layer weakening (through fracturing) required for surface 
recycling, and hence for plate tectonics to initiate. Impact fractur
ing would be more decisive due to the higher gravity of the Earth, 
which would imply a higher lithospheric strength (and hence a 
higher effective viscosity) in absence of cratering weakening. This 
could explain the reason why Earth has plate tectonics whereas 
Mars never had lithosphere recycling. Giant impacts also might 
contribute to the initiation of subduction through originating 
large faults, lithosphere thickness and density differences, whose 
magnitude would be again depending on the kinetic energy 
of the impact process and therefore on planetary gravity and 
relative orbital velocity, both higher for Earth than for Mars. In a 
similar way, large impacts have been proposed to cause major 
geodynamic and magmatic episodes on the Earth (see Glikson, 
2008, and references therein), including mid-ocean spreading, 
rifting initiation and continental breakup (Glikson, 1999, Hansen, 
2007). 

Thus, exogenic and historical factors, such as the availability 
and size of potential impactors in different regions of the early 
Solar System, might contribute to determine the convective 
regime of the terrestrial planets. This does not constitute a 
surprise, since impact have strongly influenced the formational, 
rotational, geological, atmospheric (and biological in the case of 
the Earth) properties and evolution of planetary bodies (e.g., de 
Pater and Lissauer, 2010; Grieve et al., 2007). Some of these 
properties in turn influence climate history, highlighting the role 
of impact in planetary evolution. Future modeling could contri
bute to determine if giant impacts, besides general upper lid 
weakening, are capable of favoring lithosphere failure and 
subduction. 
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